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for all x(M)-torsion-free
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isomorphic
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Assume
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Y.l = ©'.
,N..7
^^7=1
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not.

Then

without

the set of natural

Then

and so is x(M)-torsion-free.
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V, C 7,

C ...

set and so we have

proven

(3).

than

of
For

i,' M /Y. 1 is
Hence

of \(M)-pure

As an immediate

loss

numbers.

for each index

of Al

ascending

larger

we

in Al. We now

of Al'. But if Al £ &X/M\ then Al' £ u-X(MV a contradiction.
is a finite

exists

1.1,

N , which

is large

in-

Al = ©£r,/V..

if not then there

submodule

of Al . Thus

want to show that the set

have

N is a cyclic

of Al of the form ©eA/V.

of Al. This

of Al. Indeed,

Therefore

the maximality

generality

each natural

that

Al of Al for which Al O Al = 0. By Proposition

Al" £ Lty/M \ and so Al" has
Al , contradicting

submodules

lemma it contains

is a large

a nonzero submodule

we can assume

we

submodules

Therefore

fi

consequence

of

this we also have (4).
Now let
for which

a £ ass(AI)

a 4 ass(N

3.1] it is inductive.
module
Let

M'/Nn

N

which
a

and consider

the class

). This

set is clearly

Therefore

by Zorn's

clearly

£ ass(Al/AJ

satisfies
). Then

of all submodules

nonempty

lemma

N

of Al

and by [8, Proposition

there

is a maximal

such

(5)(ii).
there

exists

a tr -cocritical

submodule

of M/Nn. Thus
ass(Al')C

ass(/V77)uass(Al'//V?7.)=

and so, by the maximality

of N , we have

tt

ass(Nn)u

ia'!

= tt. This

establishes

Now let N' = CWNjtt £ ass(Al)!. Then ass(N')
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ass(Al) and so ass(N')

= 0.

C ass(Nn)

(5)(i).

for all a £

But Al £ ffxfM^ implies that N ' £ Awm) an^
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so by what we proved

of ass(M)
N

above

this

and if N" = CWnJtt

4 0. This

proves

(5)(iii)

implies

that

£ U\, then

N

= 0. If U is a proper

ass(/V")

and so completes

= ass(M)\c/

the proof

If 77e ass(M) then 77e invx,M.(M) C pgen(x(M)).
X(M). On the other hand,

M' =©(M//VJt7

by (5) there

5.4] and so y(M) = Aass(M),
In particular,

(6) implies

invX(M)(zVl), each

77 £ ass(M)

cal

left R-module.
Finally,

Then

This

we return

and so we must

(2.2)

that

a canonical

Aass(M) >

monomorphism

M —>

Aass(M) by [2, Proposition

's semiprime.

x(M)

the other

Since

is strongly

direction

3.5] there

1.3, 77 and

have

equality.

x(^)

By (2), ass(M)

and so by [3, Lemma

proving

Therefore

is of the form x(/V) where

to prove

77 . But by Proposition

and so

of (5).

proving (6).
that

implies

77> x(M) = Aass(M).

theories

exists

e ass(M)!. Then xW>x(M')=

/0

subset

exists

Let

proving

(7).

77 £ invx(MJM).

set of prime torsion

a 77' £ ass(M)

77 are both maximal

77= 77 . Therefore

C

N is a x(M)-cocritisemiprime,

of (1).

is a finite

ass(M)

77 € ass(M)

for which

elements

77 >

of supp(M)

and so invx,„,

C ass(M),

□

Corollary.

The following

conditions

are equivalent

for 0 4 M £ R-

mod:

(1) M e ax(M).
(2)

(i) x(M)

zs strongly

semiprime;

(ii) W(M, \(M)) is a finite set;

(iii) M £ &„ for each n £ WiM, x(M)).
Proof.

By Propositions

2.1 and 1.5. □
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